Reynolda House Honor Roll

July 2016–June 2018
Annual Fund & Membership

JULY 1, 2016 – JUNE 30, 2017
CHARLES BARTON KEEN CIRCLE $10,000
Patty and Malcolm Brown
John Hoemann and Howard Upchurch
Barbara and Nik Millhouse
Annemarie Reynolds
Debbie and Mike Rubin

THOMAS SEARS CIRCLE $5,000
Ran and Frank Bell
James T. and Louise R. Broyhill Foundation
Mary Louise and John Burress
Teresa and Don Caine
Mia Celano and Skip Dunn
Melinda and John McConnell
Cathleen and Ray McKinney
Kathy Mountcastle and Mark Koster
Scottie and David Neill
Pam and Tom Skinner
Sharon and Dolph von Arx

HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL CIRCLE $2,500
Harriet and Elms Allen
Frank Benedetti and Gary Trowbridge
Dianne and Chuck Blixt
Susan and Russell Cameron
Shelby and Lee Chaden
Vince Cimmino and Regina Cybulski
Susan and Frank Countner
Doris Deal
Annamarie D’Souza and Tom Dotson
Randy Eaddy
Ragan and Dara Folan
Nella Fulton
Joan and Murray Greason
Susan and Charles Hauser
Bev and Jerome Jennings
Mercer and Tom Jones
Dyeann and Henry Jordan
Ruth and Keith Kooken
Catherine Lassiter
Joseph P. Logan
Scott Richardson, Village Tavern
Dalton Ruffin
Piper Chamel and David Shannon
Nancy and Jim Spencer
Michelle and Tim Welborn
Mona and Wally Wu
Lynn and Jeff Young

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE $1,000
Patty and Welborn Alexander
Katherine and Tony Atala
Anne and Bruce Babcock
Sarah and Steve Bauk
Louise and Bill Bazemore
Betty and Jim Becher
Betsy and Jim Bethune
Libby and Penny Booke
Donna Boswell
Grace and Jimmy Broughton
Melanie and Ed Broyhill
Natalie and Penn Broyhill
Joseph M. Bryan, Jr.
Stewart Butler
Chip Callaway
Kay and Ken Chalk
Claire and Hudnall Christopher
Kate and Alex Clegg
Susan and Mark Conger
Anne and Andy Copenhaver
Joan and David Cotterill
Carey and Ralph D’Agostino
Betty Gray and Bill Davis
Dickson Foundation Inc.
Kriss Dinkins and Stephan Dragisic
Nancy Dorrier
Mary and Frank Driscoll
Phyllis Dunning
Robyn and Daniel Earthman
Ashley Edwards and Ralph Womble
Lynn and Barry Eisenberg
Allene and Brad Evans
Paige and Kyle Faulkner
Meghan and Eric Flow
Robbin and Don Flow
Gene Foster
Sheila and John Fox
Paul Fulton
Linda and John Garrou
Pug and Kirk Glenn
Lou Gottlieb
Caryl Guth
Ann and Borden Hanes
Ann and Worth Harris
Sue and Doug Henderson
Barbara Hill
Pollyann and Greg Holthusen
Alice and Trig Horton
Jackie Humphrey
Robbie and Dave Irvin
Joia Johnson
Mercer and Tom Jones
Pam and Fred Kahl
Linda and Ed Kelly
Louise and Jim Kelly
Patsy and Richard Kirkland
Leigh and Andy Koman
Thomas and Lynne Koontz
Nancy and Gilmour Lake
Donna and Tom Lambeth
Dustie Lanier-Erik and Karl Erik
Dee LeRoy
Sara and Ben Loebner
Darby and Jim Logan
Drew Lybrook
Susan and John Mann
Dr. and Mrs. David McCullough
Grace and John McKinnon
Karen McNeill and Steve Pond
Kathryn and Hof Milam
Lindsey and Paul Miller
Hazel and Mac Mitchell
Laura Mountcastle
Mary Mountcastle and Jim Overton
Charles Mull
Leigh and Brad Myers
Robie and Lucian Neal
Joyce and Joe Neely
Tog and Michael Newman
Natalie and Rich Noll
Ruthlee and Glenn Orr
Ellen and Bill Parsley
Dominique and John Patrick
Melinda and Eddie Paul
Patricia Pence-Sokoloff
Allison Perkins and Cliff Dossel
Sara Pesek and Rogan Kersh
Stacy and Matt Petronzio
Jane and Bill Pfefferkorn
Carolyn and Steve Phelps
Nancy and Ed Pleasant
Sandy and Gary Poehling
Ann and Walt Przygocki
Ramelle and Michael Pulitzer
Betty Quick
Brook Reynolds
Allison and Wayne Roquemore
Emily and Ollie Röstlund
Betsy and Carver Rudolph
Marcia and Wilson Russell
Ellen and Andy Schindler
Selma Scott and Scottie Cramer
Caren and Chip Seidle
Cyndi Skaar
Jane Smith
Leigh and Gray Smith
Marge Sosnik
Susan and Mike Starr
Kim and Stuart Stogner
Betty and Bob Strickland
Cinny Strickland-Graham and William Graham, Jr.
Jean Olive and Allston Stubbs
Sutton Family Foundation
Martha and Charles Sutton
Kathleen and Steve Tatter
Nenetta Tatum
Gwynne and Dan Taylor
Peggy and John Taylor
Mary Craig and Andy Tennille
Pat and Jim Toole
Liz and Stu Vaughn
Barbara and John Vining
Sue Wall
Jim Walter
Judy and Bill Watson
Connie and Bill Weeks
Robin and Robert Weissner
Sissy and Jeff Whittington
Tillie and Ben Willis
Emily and Ed Wilson
Janie and J.D. Wilson
Frankie and Vernon Winters
SUSTAINER $500
Hannah and John Appel
Anonymous
Pat and Hal Brown
Becky Brown
Genie Carr
Kate Condon
Mike Coughlan
Joslin Davis and Fred Harwell
Nancy and Bucky Dennis
Carole and Warren Dunn
Elizabeth Fenwick
Robby and Vic Flow
Bernadette and Eugene Gardner
Lisa and Robert Gfeller
Sandy and Allan Gitter
Peggy Green and Ashley Hall
Judy Greene
D.D. and Pete Hellebush
Kathleen and John Hutton
Annie Kendall
Susan and Alan Kirby
Debbie and David Koerner
Rene and Larry Lawrence
Curtis Leonard
Lea and Randy Loftis
Jane and Tom McKim
Patty Mead
Bill Montgomery
Bev and Alan Moore
Peggy and Robert Neal
Anne and Will Nelson
Marjorie Northup
Linda Nassar and Dave Apperson
Mildred Paden
Josie Patton
Patsy Patton and Bo Kenan
Abbie and F.D. Pepper
Gordon Pfefferkorn
Margaret Pike and David Werle
Annette and Bill Porter
Susan and George Ragland
Janet and Harry Rolison
Howard Shields
Judith and Read Smith
Phyllis and Terry Stewart
Martha and Harrison Turner
Nancy and Harry Underwood
Evelyn Ward
Louise and Everett Wells
Erna and Bill Womble
Martha Womble
BENEFACTOR $250
Jeanne and Curtis Antos
Mary Audrey and Jim Apple
Anitra and David Archer
Becky and Michael Austin
Nancy and Rick Baker
Jim Barefield
Marilyn and Bob Beach
Nancy and Allan Beaver
Kim and Steve Berlin
Butter and Balint Birkas
Cynthia and Ed Bouldin
Wilba Brady
Lucia Bright
Barbara Byant
Brooke and Richard Burr
Sandra Camasra
Coy Carpenter
Sue and George Carson
Pat Shore Clark
Brian Cope
Susan Dabbs and Jack Braswell
Ashley and Tim Dalton
Jo and Larrie Dawkins
Laura and Robert Dillard
Patricia Divine
Carolyn and Charles Duckett
Mary and Joe Dudley
Lynne and Robert Emken
Kathie and Don Eppert
Sara and Bob Fly
Thomas Frank
Clara and Richard Gizinski
Betty and Ross Giffith
Barbara and Mike Gunter
Jane and Redge Hanes
Sara and Stephen Harper
Anne and John Harrison
Susan and Jay Hedgepeth
Euince and Harry Heilig
Sarah Heist
Kathryn Hix-Boyet and Tom Boyette
Frances and Erwin Hoadley
Leslie Hollan
Kirsten Huber and Kevin Murphy
Francie Huffman
Cathy and David Hurd
Branda Hutchins and Jerry Goodson
Elizabeth Johnson and Anne Ford Geis
Elyse and Peter Jung
Betsy and David Keller
Sandria and Bill Kerr
Nancy and Rich Keshian
Marty and Larry Kiger
Anita and Ed Kinnier
Ruthie and Donny Kirk
Suzy and Arthur Kurtz
Kathleen and Jeff Lewis
Paula and Don Locklair
Gail Lybrook and David Hobbs
Susan Melville and Charles Monroe
Gayle and Wayne Meredith
Lisa and Ken Mountcastle
Margaret and Larry Noakes
Mary and Sam Ogburn
Stacey and T.J. O'Neill
Richard Pardue
Mr. and Mrs. James Arthur Pepper III
Buff and Cliff Perry
Louise and Mark Petersen
Melody Pierce
Katie and Rick Rauck
Bob Rickert
Connie and Ray Roy
Ann and Ron Rudkin
Betsy Sawyer
Barbara and Joel Schanker
Carolyn Scheider and Sherry Sherrill
Dave Shouvl
Sandra and Wayne Shugart
Nellie Sizemore
Janie and Tom Slaughter
Barbara and Aubrey Smith
Kathelene Smith
Connie Southard
Christy and William Spencer
Sandy and Bill Steele
Susan and Jeff Worth
Stella Surratt
Judie Swain
Lyne and Gerald Taylor
Frances and Thomas Thomas-Dillender
Mary Tribble
Nancy Turner
Claire and Randall Tuttle
Janice and Ed Wall
Corinne and Bill Ward
Sally and Bill Wells
Ursula and Patrick Whalen
Betsy and Bob Whaling
Jane Williams
K and Dan Wood

PATRON $150
Anonymous
Pat Adams
Sandra Adams
Lisa and Jeffrey Aleshire
Victor Angle
Carolyn and Doug Bailey
Joanna and Wesley Bailey
Marilyn Baird
Betty and Jim Balser
Thelma and Jim Barg
Betty and Richard Barnett
Diane and Rolland Barrett
Callie Bartock
Ran and Frank Bell
Julie and Dudley Bell
Katy and Josh Benoit
Rhoda L. and Roger M. Berkowitz
Norma Bernhardt
Anne and Terrence Bogard
Sandra and Gray Boyette
Norma and Kurt Bozenmayer
Andrea and Tony Brett
Martha and Rodney Brown
Jennifer Bryan
James A. Bunn III
Elizabeth Byerly
Helen and Vernon Carlton
Sarah Cash MacCullough and Glenn MacCullough
Vina and Greg Chase
Debbie and Robert Clark
Martha Coleman
Kathy and Chris Colenda
Carole and David Collins
Becky Connelly and Bill Briggs
Jocelyn and Tom Connors
Kristi and Jerry Coram
Diana and Scott Corbett
Mary Ann Cross
Sarah and John Dalena
Myrtie and Bill Davis
Martha and Linwood Davis
Jim Dervin
Carol DeVries
Carol and Chuck Dolge
Beth Donaldson
Cary Drury and Thom Bell
Libby Dry and Temple Day
Arthur Easter and Michael Ryden
Kathryn and Bobby Edwards
Amy and Robert Egleston
Ronda and Hank Ely
Darby and Tom Everhard
Kathryn and William Ewalt
Barbara and Bobby Fehribach
Blynn Field and Chris Jensen
Ellie and Stuart Fine
Martha and Jack Fleer
Julia and Herb Floyd
Margaret and Mac Foster
Kenneth Frazelle and Rick Mashburn
Lynn and Robert Galey
Athena Gallins
Deborah and Tim Gardner
Faren Gentry
Michele Gillespie and Kevin Pittard
Clara and Richard Gizinski
Beverly and Brant Godfrey
Tom Gray and Paul Zickell
Teese and Tom Griffin
Anne and Paul Gulley
Gretchen and Duane Haines
Peter Haiston
Bob Hansen
Annette and Alexander Hastie
Betty Haywood
Beth Hemric
Millie and Robert Henning
Barbara and Dean Henrichs
Pat and Gene Holder
Shelley and Robert Holmes
Lynn and Bob Holtzclaw
Jane and Joe Hoover
Shirley and Jack House
Amy Hubbard and William Letts
Maureen and Bob Ihrie
Norma-May Isakow and Edward Abraham
Dell and Frank James
Barbara and Jerry Jernigan
Edith and Geoffrey Johnson
Sheila Johnston
Ann and Halbert Jones
Christa and Calvin Jones
Kitty and Chuck Jordan
Joy and John Kasson
Connie and Roger Kirkman
Carol and Reg Koontz
Sandra and Charles Kopchik
Pamela Kott
Judy Lambeth and Jerry McAfee
Lee and Mike LaVallee
Sandee and Michael Lawless
Cynthia and Monty Leonard
Stacy and Darrell Lingle
Martha and Ernest Logemann
Diana and Joe Long
Miriam and Bob Lovett
Chris Lyon
Joan Mackie
Corey Madden and Bruno Lauchouarn
Carlyle Martin
Linda and Charlie Massler
Susann and Roger Mayhew
Doug Maynard
Carolyn and Bill McCall
Jeanne and Tim McCulloch
Sally McLeod
Ann and Dick Merlo
Pat and Adele Michal
Susan and John Mickey
Doris and Joseph Millard
Patti and Mark Moran
Kay and Chip Morgan
Tina and Bill Morrissey
Donald Morton
Ruth and Tom Mullen
Beth Murray
Mel and Richard Nash
Louise and Dillon Neaves
Frances Newman
Gwynne and John Nicholaides
Margaret Norfleet-Neff and Bill Struveer
Siobhan and Dave Olson
Elizabeth and Thomas O’Meara
Langon and Joe Oppermann
Andrea and Ken Ostberg
Kathy Otterbourg and Michael McCulloch
Laura and Kevin Owen
Sarah Penry
Judy and George Plonk
Kay Pratt
Sally and John Reed
Jeremy Reiskind and Sherwood Shaffer
Heather and Timothy Renegar
Sandy and Terry Reynolds
Lynn and John Roach
Vera and Jim Robinson
Quentin and John Salerno
Leigh Ann and John Sanders
Joyce and Tony Santarelli
Jeanne and Ben Sayers
Margaret Scales and Graydon Pleasants
Claudia and Marcus Schaefer
Judy Scurry
Anne and Steve Sessions
Lenore Shamey
Betty and Bill Simpson
Ginny and Bert Simpson
Mary and Kim Sizemore
Margie Smith
Julie and Tim Smith
Peggy and Jackson Smith
Molly Smith
Kay Snavely
Jolynn Spurlock-Frizzell
Linda and Jim Starmer
Elisa and Tom Sumner
Virginia and Jim Sutton
Greer and Winslow Taylor
Parker and Chris Tegeler
Nancy and Charles Thomas
Alma Thompson and Molly Thompson Barrow
Ann and John Timmons
Ilene and Jaime Trujillo
Libby and Mike Trull
Mary Tucker and Virginius Lougee
Sharyn Turner
Linda VanWinkle and Scott Deacon
Katherine and John Vogler
Laura and Thomas Von Ahn
Rita and Bob Waite
Diane and Russ Walker
Phyllis and George Walker
Nancy and Mark Warburton
Dannie and Art Weber
Georgia and Warren West
Larry Wheeler
Pat Whisnant
Erika White
Rachel and Tom Wiggins
Barbara and Tracy Wilkerson
Barbara Williams
Mary Lou and Peter Wilson
Iris Womble
Laura Young
Georgia and Yasser Yousef
Ann and Ken Zuhr

—

In memoriam
Gifts, Sponsorships, & Support
GIFTS IN HONOR

In honor of Grace Broughton
given by Erna and Bill Womble

In honor of Mary Louise and
John Burress
given by Tom and Donna Lambeth

In honor of Bari Helms
given by Dogwood Garden Club

In honor of Barbara and
Nik Millhouse
given by Melinda and Vincent Paul

In honor of Elizabeth Myers and
Leigh Myers
given by Lottie Kay

In honor of Allison Slaby and
Stephan Dragisic
given by Dyeann and Henry Jordan

In honor of Barbara Smith
given by CarolAnn and
Eugene Adcock

GIFTS IN MEMORY

In memory of Lucia Bright
given by Jane Ferrell

In memory of Lucia Bright
given by Elliot Backerman

In memory of Lucia Bright
given by Jane Ferrell and
Jane Burgsteiner

In memory of Lucille Burnside
given by Chase Robinson

In memory of
Ralph Edward Calhoun
given by Christie DaVanzo

In memory of Jacque Pennell
given by Natalie and Penn Broyhill

In memory of Joyce Schiller
given by Paige and Kyle Faulkner

GIFTS IN CELEBRATION

Reynolda House Staff
given by Mary Craig and
Andy Tennille
EXHIBITIONS

GRANT WOOD AND THE AMERICAN FARM

MAJOR SPONSOR
Cynthia Skaar, in loving remembrance of Ernest J. Fackelman - an ardent collector

LEAD SPONSORS
Ruth and Keith Kookin

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
Anne and Bruce Babcock
Lynette Matthews-Murphy and Lynn Murphy, honoring their parents, Dorothy & William Chandler and Mary & Tom Murphy

EXHIBITION PARTNER
North Carolina Farm Bureau

SAMUEL F.B. MORSE'S GALLERY OF THE LOUVRE AND THE ART OF INVENTION

MAJOR CO-SPONSORS
Wake Forest Innovation Quarter & Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
Terra Foundation for American Art
An anonymous donor

EXHIBITION PARTNERS
Joia Johnson
Jeff and Sissy Whittington

PROGRAM PARTNER
Wells Fargo in honor of Sue Henderson
COMMUNITY SUPPORT

OPERATING SUPPORT GRANTS
The Arts Council of Winston-Salem and Forsyth County
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation

ANNUAL FUND SUPPORT
CORPORATE
Reynolds American Foundation

GIFTS
Bynum E. Tudor Fund for
   Reynolda House
Reynolds American Foundation
Immedia Print

SPECIAL PROJECT SUPPORT
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Carolinas Realty
The Adam Foundation
Betty and Jim Becher
Stephan Dragisic
Forsyth County Tourism
Development Authority
PNC Foundation
EVENT & PROGRAM SUPPORT

Patty and Welborn Alexander
Perry and Thorns Craven
Grace and Jimmy Broughton

IN-KIND SUPPORT
Bo-Ty Florist
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
LocalEdge
Nancy Pleasants
Greensboro Distilling Co
The Porch, Kitchen & Cantina
This annual celebration honors the donors and community partners who sustain the inspiring and visionary legacy of the Museum by shaping its future. In addition to the major gifts and table sponsors below, Reynolda House appreciates the individual ticket purchases and gifts made in support of this gala.

**HONORARY CO-CHAIRS**  
Dyeann and Henry Jordan

**EVENT CO-CHAIRS**  
Grace Broughton and  
Gwynne Taylor

**CORPORATE TABLE HOSTS**  
Arbor Investment Advisors  
Marie and Guy Arcuri  
Dorrier Underwood Consulting  
First Tennessee  
Robbin and Don Flow  
Hanesbrands  
Kilpatrick Townsend &  
Stockton LLP  
Barbara and Nik Millhouse  
Scottie and David Neill  
Reynolds American  
Wells Fargo  
Womble Carlyle Sandridge &  
Rice, LLP

**PATRON TABLE SPONSORS**  
BB&T Corporation  
Marilyn and Bob Beach  
Dianne and Chuck Blixt  
Grace and Jimmy Broughton  
Patty and Malcolm Brown  
Mary Louise and John Burress  
Mia Celano and Skip Dunn  
Shelby and Lee Chaden  
Claire and Hudnall Christopher  
Anne and Andy Copenhaver  
Nadine and Mark Hall  
Susan and Charles Hauser  
Harriet and William Holliday  
Dyeann and Henry Jordan  
Pam and Fred Kahl  
Melinda and John McConnell  
Betty Quick  
Susan and Mike Starr  
Martha and Charles Sutton  
Gwynne and Dan Taylor  
Michelle and Tim Welborn  
Barbara and Jim Williams

**SPECIAL THANKS TO**  
Bookmarks  
Joseph M. Bryan, Jr.  
Lowes Foods  
Piedmont Distillers  
Raylen Vineyards and Winery  
Salem Electric Company  
The Barn at Reynolda Village  
The Kimpton Cardinal Hotel
Stewards of Reynolda House have included a bequest to the Museum in their will or have in some other way planned for the future support of the Museum.

Anne and Bruce Babcock
Anonymous
John Davis
Elaine Dowdell
Stephan Dragisic
Frank Driscoll
Connie Gray
Frank Borden Hanes, Sr.
Sue and Doug Henderson
Cathleen and Ray McKinney
Barbara Babcock Millhouse
Mac Mitchell
Debbie Rubin
Susan and Mike Starr
Mary Louise Thomas
Jo Anna Tudor
Sue Wall

—

In memoriam
Annual Fund & Membership

JULY 1, 2017 – JUNE 30, 2018
Charles Barton Keen Circle $10,000
Patty and Malcolm Brown
John Hoemann and Howard Upchurch
Barbara and Nik Millhouse
Debbie and Mike Rubin

Thomas Sears Circle $5,000
James T. and Louise R. Broyhill Foundation
Mary Louise and John Burress
Teresa and Donald Caine
Mia Celano and Skip Dunn
Joseph P. Logan
Melinda and John McConnell
Cathleen and Ray McKinney
Nik Millhouse
Kathy Mountcastle and Mark Koster
Scottie and Davie Neill
Pam and Tom Skinner
Cristen Tierney and Jim Shapiro

Hudson River School Circle $2,500
Harriet and Elms Allen
Frank Benedetti and Gary Trowbridge
Dianne and Chuck Blixt
Greer and Scott Cawood
Shelby and Lee Chaden
Vince Cimmino and Regina Cybulski
Doris Deal
Randy Eaddy
Ragan and Dara Folan
Nella Fulton
Joan and Murray Greason
Susan and Charles Hauser
Laura Hearn
Mercer and Tom Jones
Dyeann and Henry Jordan
Ruth and Keith Kookan
Catherine Lassiter
Stuart Parks
Nancy and Ed Pleasants
Scott Richardson, Village Tavern
Emily and Olle Röstlund
Dalton Ruffin
David Shannon and Piper Chamel
Cyndi Skaar
Nancy and Jim Spencer
Margaret and David Townsend
Mona and Wally Wu
Lynn and Jeff Young

Director’s Circle $1,000
Diana and Kenneth Adams
Grace and John Andronica
Kathleen Evans, AT&T
Katherine and Tony Atala
Sandy Barrett and Edie Crutcher
Louise and Bill Bazemore
Ran and Frank Bell
Libby and Penny Booke
Donna Boswell
Grace and Jimmy Broughton
Henri and Royall Brown
Natalie and Penn Broyhill
Joseph M. Bryan, Jr.
Sherry and Vardaman Buckalew
Amanda and Joe Budd
Stewart Butler
Chip Callaway
Kay and Ken Chalk
Claire and Hudnall Christopher
Susan and Mark Conger
Joan and David Cotterill
Carey and Ralph D’Agostino
Terrie and John Davis
Betty Gray and Bill Davis
Dickson Foundation Inc.
Kris Dinkins and Stephan Dragisic
Mary and Frank Driscoll
Annamarie D’Souza and Tom Dotson
Carolyn and Charles Duckett
Donna and Garry Duncan
Lauren and Jim Dunn
Phyllis Dunning
Ashley Edwards and Ralph Womble
Lynn and Barry Eisenberg
Allene and Brad Evans
Paige and Kyle Faulkner
Kitty Felts and Margaret Felts Huber
Robbin and Don Flow
Gene Foster
Paul Fulton
Marie Galloway and Tom Dingledine
Linda and John Garrou
Laura Gerald
Pug and Kirk Glenn
Lou Gottlieb
Caryl Guth
Nadine and Mark Hall
Ann and Borden Hanes
Ann and Worth Harris
Julie and Nathan Hatch
Sue and Doug Henderson
Barbara Hill
Pollyann and Greg Holthusen
Alice and Trig Horton
Jackie Humphrey
Robbie and Dave Irvin
Sharon and Richard Johe
Pam and Fred Kahl
Louise and Jim Kelly
Linda and Ed Kelly
Anne Kerr Walker
Patsy and Richard Kirkland
Leigh and Andy Koman
Donna and Tom Lambeth
Dustie Lanier-Erik and Karl Erik
Curtis Leonard
Dee LaRoy
Jeff Lindsay and Terry Robertson
Sara and Ben Loebner
Lea and Randy Loftis
Darby and Jim Logan
Susan and John Mann
Lisa and Rich Marcotullio
Lynette Matthews-Murphy and Lynn Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. David McCullough
Jane and Tom McKim
Grace and John McKinnon
Karen McNeill and Steve Pond
Kathryn and Hof Milam
Lindsey and Paul Miller
Mac Mitchell
Laura Mountcastle
Charles Mull
Anna and John Munroe
Leigh and Brad Myers
Robie and Lucian Neal
Michael and Tog Newman
Ruthlee and Glenn Orr
Ellen and Bill Parsley
Dominique and John Patrick
Melinda and Eddie Paul
Patricia Pence-Sokoloff
Allison Perkins and Cliff Dossel
Sara Pesek and Rogan Kersh
Stacy and Matt Petronzio
Jane and Bill Pfefferkorn
Carolyn and Steve Phelps
Sandra and Gary Poehling
Ramelle and Michael Pulitzer
Betty Quick
Brook Reynolds
Lane and Jack Roemer
Suzie and Dennis Ross
Ellen and Andy Schindler
Selma Scott and Scottie Cramer
Caren and Chip Seidle
Dotti and Ed Shelton
Helgi and Buck Shuford
Anna McCoy Smith
Jane Smith
Leigh and Gray Smith
Marge Sosnik
Susan and Mike Starr
Caroline and Tom Stopyra
Betty and Bob Strickland
Cinny Strickland-Graham and William Graham, Jr.
Jean Olive and Allston Stubbs
Sutton Family Foundation
Martha and Charles Sutton
Judie Swain
Wynn Tanner and Mike Robinson
Kathleen and Steve Tatter
Nenetta Tatum
Gwynne and Dan Taylor
Peggy Taylor
Mary Craig and Andy Tennille
Barbara and John Vining
Sue Wall
Jim Walter
Judy and Bill Watson
Connie and Bill Weeks
Robin and Robert Weisner
Sissy and Jeff Whittington
Tillie and Ben Willis
Janie and J.D. Wilson
Emily and Ed Wilson

SUSTAINER $500
Patty and Welborn Alexander
Hannah and John Appel
Anonymous
Linda and Harold Bettis
Pat and Hal Brown
Becky Brown
Coy Carpenter
Genie Carr
Ashley and James Carros
Pat Shore Clark
Kate Condon
Joslin Davis and Fred Harwell
Nancy and Bucky Dennis
Patricia Divine
Mary and Joe Dudley
Carole and Warren Dunn
Lynne and Robert Emken
Anonymous
Roddy and Vic Flow
Sheila and John Fox
Bernadette and Eugene Gardner
Brenda and Scott Gerding
Lisa and Robert Gfeller
Peter Hairston
Anne and John Harrison
D.D. and Peter Hellebush
Bobbie and Harvey Holding
Leslie Hollan
Annie Kendall
Marty and Larry Kiger
Alan Kirby
René and Larry Lawrence
Barbara Lentz and Michael Smith
Libby and David Lubin
Patty Mead
Lyn Means and Jim Zimpritch

BILLIONAIRE
Bill Montgomery
Bev and Alan Moore
Peggy and Robert Neal
Anne and Will Nelson
Susan and Chuck Nesbit
Stacey and T.J. O’Neill
Mildred Paden
Mr. and Mrs. James Arthur Pepper III
Melody Pierce
Margaret Pike and David Werle
Annette and Bill Porter
Susan and George Ragland
Janet and Harry Rolison
Carolyn and Mark Shelby
Howard Shields
Judith and Read Smith
Gerrii and Peck Spach
Sandy and Bill Steele
Phyllis and Terry Stewart
Amy Pope Stinnett
Stella Surratt
Charles Tomlison
Martha and Harrison Turner
Nancy and Harry Underwood
Janice and Ed Wall
Evelyn Ward
Margaret and Tom Williams
Martha Womble
Erna and Bill Womble

BENEFACCTOR $250
Julie Anderson
Mary Audrey and Jim Apple
Anitra and David Archer
Phil Archer
Prissy Armfield
Becky and Michael Austin
Nancy and Rick Baker
Jim Barefield
Helen Barnhardt
Marilyn and Bob Beach
Nancy and Allan Beaver
Julie and Dudley Bell
Butter and Balint Birkas
Pat and Richard Blackwell
Wilba Brady
Wade Brown
Carol and Chuck Dolge
Beth Donaldson
Courtney and Charles Douglas
Shirley Duncan
Nancy Dunn and Emily Dunn
Libby Dy and Temple Day
Kathryn and Bobby Edwards
Carol Eckmeyer and Clark Harper
Lynn Ellis and Roger Richardson
Ronda and Hank Ely
Darby and Tom Everhard
Kathryn and William Ewalt
Barbara and Bobby Fehribach
Jennifer Filipowski
Martha and Jack Fleer
Julia and Herb Floyd
Phyllis and Riff Footland
Margaret and Mac Foster
Susan Foushee
Kenneth Frazelle and
Rick Mashburn
Athena Gallins
Deborah and Tim Gardner
Clara and Richard Gizinski
Beverly and Brant Godfrey
Candis Grace-Lee and
Antoinette Lee
Tom Gray and Paul Zickell
Judy Greene
Teese and Tom Griffin
Anne and Paul Gulley
Gretchen and Duane Haines
Anonymous
Bob Hansen
Ann Skillington and
Linda Hardison
Teresa Hartman
Annette and Alexander Hastie
Donna Helms and Paula Totherow
Barbara and Dean Henrichs
Shelley and David Holden
Pat and Gene Holder
Michelle Holmes
Lynn and Bob Holtzclaw
Jane and Joe Hoover
Shirley and Jack House
Amy Hubbard and William Letts
Margretta and William Hurd
Jamie Huss and Gregg Jamback
Maureen and Bob Ihrie
Susie and David Jackson
Angela and Drew Jenkins
Barbara and Jerry Jernigan
Frank Johnson
Edith and Geoffrey Johnson
Sheila Johnston
Ann and Halbert Jones
Christa and Calvin Jones
Catherine Jones
Catherine Jourdan and
Marianne Schubert
Joy and John Kasson
Sandra and Charles Kopchik
Pamela Kott
Heidi and Dan Krowchuk
Karín Lacombe-Mulder
Judy Lambeth and Jerry McAfee
Lee and Mike LaVallee
Sandee and Michael Lawless
Pam and Doug Leckie
Cynthia and Monty Leonard
Michelle and Mike Leonard
Stacy and Darrell Lingle
Miriam and Bob Lovett
Janice and Charlie Lovett
Pat and Doug Luckett
Chris Lyon
Sarah Cash MacCullough and
Glenn MacCullough
Joan Mackie
Heather and Rick Maloy
Carlyle Martin
Linda and Charlie Massler
Susann and Roger Mayhew
Doug Maynard
Audrey and Robert Mayville
Carolyn and Bill McCall
Skinner and John McGee
Riva Meade and Jean Wall
Ann and Dick Merlo
Cama and Robert Merritt
Susan and John Mickey
Nola and Richard Miller
Sara and Joseph Morales
Kay and Chip Morgan
Tina and Bill Morrissey
Donald Morton
Ruth and Tom Mullen
Beth Murray
Sonja and Craig Murray
Staley and James Nance
Mel and Richard Nash
Louise and Dillon Neaves
Gwynne and John Nicholaides
Margaret and Larry Noakes
Amy North
Sandra and Tracy O’Brien
Siobhan and Dave Olsen
Elizabeth and Thomas O’Meara
Langdon and Joe Oppermann
Andrea and Ken Ostberg
Laura and Kevin Owen
Sharon and Cliff Oxford
Cathy and Harold Pace
Patsy Patton and Bo Kenan
Norman Pendergraft
Patricia Pletke
Judy and George Pletke
Amy Zimmerman and
Eric Rauschenberg
Sally and John Reed
Heather and Timothy Renegar
Lynn and John Roach
Vera and Jim Robinson
David Rodwell
Donna and Lee Rogers
Quentin and John Salerno
Leigh Ann and John Sanders
Joyce and Tony Santarelli
Linda and Daniel Sayers
Jeanne and Ben Sayers
Margaret Scales and
Graydon Pleasants
Claudia and Marcus Schaefer
Lenore Shamey
Sharon and Bobby Sharp
Betty Shils
Betty and Bill Simpson
Ginny and Bert Simpson
Julie and Tim Smith
Peggy and Jackson Smith
Jane and Dee Smith
Molly Smith
Margie Smith
Laura and Jeff Smith
Mary Beth and Chris Smith
Mary Ellen and Mac Smyth
Jolynn Spurlock-Frizzell
Edna Strickland
Virginia and Jim Sutton
Marianna Hampton Swaim
Greer and Winslow Taylor
Jean and Charlie Taylor
Sara and Jeffrey Taylor
Suzanne Tesh and David Combs
Nancy and Charles Thomas
Alma Thompson and
Molly Thompson Barrow
Ann and John Timmons
Cynthia and Tom Townes
Libby and Mike Trull
Sharyn Turner
Susan and Robert Turner
Barbara VanAntwerp
Linda VanWinkle and
Scott Deacon
Melissa and James Vaughan
Laura and Thomas Von Ahn
Rita and Bob Waite
Phyllis and George Walker
Diane and Russ Walker
Nancy and Mark Warburton
Georgia and Warren West
Larry Wheeler
Pat Whisnant
Julie and Clark Whittington
Rachel and Tom Wiggins
Barbara and Tracy Wilkerson
Mary Lou and Peter Wilson
Lara and Fletcher Wilson
Laura Young
Ziggie Ziglar
Ann and Ken Zuhr
Gifts, Sponsorships, & Support

JULY 1, 2017 – JUNE 30, 2018
TRIBUTE GIFTS

GIFTS IN HONOR
In honor of Dyeann and Henry Jordan
given by Myra Tobin

In honor of Dianne and Chuck Blixt
given by Felice and Richard Brenner

In honor of Greer and Scott Cawood
given by Kay and Frank Lord

In honor of Mary Louise Burress
given by Majorie Mastin,
Jane Cheadle, Gari Stephenson,
Alton Prillaman

In honor of JoEllen Parks and Stuart Parks
given by the Kernersville Garden Club

In honor of Allison Perkins
given by Henri and Royall Brown

In honor of Allison Perkins
given by Greer and Scott Cawood

In honor of Wilba Brady
given by Todd Brady

In honor of Wilba Brady
given by Catherine Sanguera

In honor of Allison Perkins and Barbara Millhouse
given by Donna and Tom Lambeth

GIFTS IN MEMORY
In memory of Lucia Bright
given by Elizabeth Bright Wallace

GIFTS IN CELEBRATION
In celebration of Grace and John McKinnon’s wedding anniversary
given by Tog and Michael Newman

In celebration of Reynolda’s Centennial Year
given by Paige Faulkner
EXHIBITIONS

GEORGIA O’KEEFFE:
LIVING MODERN

PRESENTING SPONSOR
HanesBrands
PNC and Hawthorn,
PNC Family Wealth

MAJOR SPONSOR
The Cathleen & Ray McKinney
Exhibition Fund
Nancy and Ed Pleasants
Mona and Wallace Wu

LEAD SPONSOR
Pam and Fred Kahl

CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR
Alex. Brown, a division of
Raymond James
Chatham Hall
Macy’s
Andy and Ellen Schindler
Charles Taft

EXHIBITION PARTNER
Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.
Linda and Ed Kelly
Leonard Ryden Burr Real Estate
David Shannon and Piper Chamel

FREDERIC CHURCH:  
A PAINTER’S PILGRIMAGE

PRESENTING SPONSOR
First Tennessee Bank
Flow Automotive Companies
Wake Forest University

MAJOR SPONSOR
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm Brown
David R. Hayworth Foundation
Cathleen & Ray McKinney
Exhibition Fund
Charles H. Babcock, Jr. Arts and
Community Initiative Endowment

CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR
Harriet and Elms Allen
Betty and Jim Becher

EXHIBITION PARTNER
Dr. James M. Walter, Jr.
The Law Offices of
Timothy D. Welborn
COMMUNITY SUPPORT

OPERATING SUPPORT GRANTS
The Arts Council of Winston-Salem and Forsyth County
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation

ANNUAL FUND SUPPORT
CORPORATE
Reynolds American Foundation

GIFTS
Ann Carter Pollard Fine Art Fund for Reynolda House
Bynum E. Tudor Fund for Reynolda House
Elaine Dowdell Designated Fund
Immedia Print

SPECIAL PROJECT SUPPORT
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Carolinias Realty
City of Winston-Salem
Diversifying Art Museum Leadership Initiative, funded by the Walton Family Foundation and the Ford Foundation
Forsyth County Tourism Development Authority
Forsyth County
John Ben Snow Memorial Trust
Institute of Museum and Library Sciences
Lowes Foods
PNC Foundation
Wells Fargo
The Winston-Salem Foundation
EVENT & PROGRAM SUPPORT

CAMEL CITY COCKTAIL
SUPPORTING SPONSOR
Garner Foods

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS
Carolina Malt House
CycleBar Winston-Salem

THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF REYNOLDA HOUSE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART

Wells Fargo
Brown Advisory

IN-KIND SUPPORT
Alma Mexicana
Excalibur Direct Marketing
Kimpton Cardinal Hotel
Sunshine Beverages
Winston-Salem Journal
This annual celebration honors the donors and community partners who sustain the inspiring and visionary legacy of the Museum by shaping its future. In addition to the major gifts and table sponsors below, Reynolda House appreciates the individual ticket purchases and gifts made in support of this gala.

CENTENNIAL BALL
CO-CHAIRS
Susan Conger
John W. Davis, III

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS COMMITTEE
Mary Louise Burress
Sue Henderson
John Hoemann
Bev Jennings
Melinda McConnell
Cathleen McKinney
Ray McKinney
Nancy Pleasants
Gray Smith
Mary Craig Tennille
Ginny Thomas

PRESENTING SPONSORS
PNC and Hawthorn,
  PNC Family Wealth
Wake Forest University

MAJOR SPONSORS
Reynolds American, Inc.

LEAD SPONSORS
BB&T
First Tennessee Bank
Flow Automotive Companies
Salem Electric Company
Wells Fargo
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & 
  Rice, LLP
Mona and Wallace Wu

DECADE SPONSORS
Lassiter Family
Lybrook Family

Millhouse Family
Mountcastle Family
Reynolds/Bagley Family
Smith Family
Anne Cannon Reynolds Family & 
  Friends
Susan and Randolph Reynolds
Richard S. Reynolds Foundation
Reynolds Homestead Virginia Tech 
  Foundation
Virginia Sargeant Reynolds 
  Foundation
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

CELEBRATION PARTNERS
Arbor Investment Advisors
Anne and Bruce Babcock
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm Brown
Joe Bryan
Shelby and Lee Chaden
HanesBrands
Bev and Jerome Jennings
Richard Jenrette
Kilpatrick Townsend & 
  Stockton, LLP
Joseph P. Logan
Cathleen and Ray McKinney
Mercedes-Benz of Winston-Salem
Sutton Family Foundation
Janie and J.D. Wilson

CENTENNIAL BALL DONORS
Katherine and Tony Atala
Nancy Bagley
Frankie and William Bell
Dianne and Chuck Blixt
Grace and Jimmy Broughton
Henri and Royall Brown
Joseph M. Bryan
Amanda and Joe Budd
Agnes and Albert Butler
Chip Callaway
Martha Chapman
Matt Cullinan and Anna Reilly
Julia and Frank Daniels, Jr.
Joslin Davis and Fred Harwell Jr.
Terrie and John Davis, III
Nancy and Bucky Dennis, Jr.
Luci and Dek Driscoll
Annamarie D’Souza and 
  Tom Dotson
Libba Evans and Jim Lambie
Anne and Bernie Gray
Connie and Lyons Gray
Nadine and Mark Hall
Charlotte Hanes
Sue and Doug Henderson
Howard Upchurch and 
  John Hoemann
David Hobbs Jr. and Gail Lybrook
Lindsay Holcomb, Jr.
Sara and Jack Hollan
Robbie and Dave Irvin
Kathy Mountcastle and 
  Mark Koster
Martha and Ron Lowry
Kim and Gray McCaskill
Melinda and John McConnell
Cathleen and Ray McKinney
Gayle and Wayne Meredith
Lisa and Ken Mountcastle
Laura Mountcastle
Anna and John Munroe
Jennifer Weaver and David Neal
Joyce and Joe Neely
Drewry and Christoph Nostitz
Mary Mountcastle and 
  Jim Overton
Stewart Perry
Stacy and Matt Petronzio
Carolyn and Steve Phelps
Nancy and Ed Pleasants, Jr.
Katie and Rick Rauck
Brook Reynolds
Irene Reynolds
Deborah and Noah Reynolds
Scott Richardson
Stuart and Mark Robinson
Wynn Tanner and Mike Robinson
Anne Rokahr
Leigh and Gray Smith
Emily and A Smith III
Christy and Will Spencer
Charles Taft
Zach Tate and Linda Tate
Kathryn and Jock Tate Jr.
Gwynne Taylor and
Dan Taylor
Nancy and Mark Warburton
Jennifer Weaver and David Neal
Grey Weaver Jr.
Sissy and Jeff Whittington
Tom Williams
Frankie and Vernon Winters
Ashley Edwards and
Ralph Womble
Stewards of Reynolda House have included a bequest to the Museum in their will or have in some other way planned for the future support of the Museum.

Anne and Bruce Babcock  
Anonymous  
John Davis  
*Elaine Dowdell*  
Stephan Dragisic  
Frank Driscoll  
Connie Gray  
*Frank Borden Hanes, Sr.*  
Sue and Doug Henderson  
Cathleen and Ray McKinney  
Barbara Babcock Millhouse  
Mac Mitchell  
Debbie Rubin  
Susan and *Mike* Starr  
*Mary Louise Thomas*  
Jo Anna Tudor  
Sue Wall

---

*In memoriam*

---

Reynolda House Museum of American Art makes every attempt to ensure the accuracy of this list of supporters. We offer our sincerest apologies for any inaccuracies or omissions. If you discover an error, please contact our office at development@reynoldahouse.org.